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I I

CON'fLR OF WAKE STRUCTURE BMIND AN OSCILlATING AIRFOIL

J -V. . M. C. Robinson," H. E. eln,"* and M. W. Luttges"l*
Department of Aerospace Engineering Sciences

University of Colorado
Boulder, Colorado 80309-0429

Abstract flow fields. 4 , 5 , 6  However, numerous recent

studies have focused on efforts to gain a better

The initiation, development, and shedding understanding of the means through which
of vortices induced by sinusoidal airfoil unsteady flows might be controlled. Unsteady
motions were examined in the airfoil wake across flow generation techniques also have been
a range of independent forcing parameters. studied as a means of enhancing aerodynamic
Then, the interactions of these wakes with a performance. Enhanced lift and reduced
following or trailing airfoil were studied. separation has been demonstrated th" vortex
Coherent, phase-dependent, tandem vortex wake generation fro I oscillating airfoils, kised
structures emerged from the shedding vorticity air injection, oscillatir spoilers and
of the upstream oscillating airfoil. Consistent interrupted pitching motions.1%

interactions of the vortex wake with a trailing
airfoil were revealed with both the multiple- Nestled in these attempts to enhance
exposure, phase-locked, flow visualization aerodynamic performance through manipulation of
measures and the time-dependent surface pressure unsteady separated flows are a variety of
measurements. Impingement of the tandem vortex aerodynamic interactions with downstream lifting

wake upon the trailing airfoil produced unsteady surfaces. Understanding how unsteady flows will

pressure distributions resulting in very interact with such surfaces will play an

transient loading. Similar effects in unsteady important role in the preictability and control

loading were observed when an auto-rotating flat of aerodynamic loading. Energing and "testbed"
plate was used to create a vortex-dominated aircraft such as the X-29 with a leading canard
wake. These findings suggest that a consistent, and trailing forward swept wing emphasize the
structured wake produced by unsteady separation importance of these kinds of flow interactions.
might be used to produce desired lift In addition, supermaneuverbility and Post-staXX
characteristics on a trailing, lifting surface. performance such as that postulated by Herbst,
To achieve this, wake impingement angles and will require precise prediction and control of
trailing airfoil angles of attack interactions surface interactions with forced unsteady
must be evaluated in more detail, separated flows.

The phase relationships between the
Nomenclature unsteady aerodynamics experienced by a

downstream-body from an upstream source are a

c airfoil chord complex function of both time and distance.
1
'

The interactions and resultant loading are
K reduced frequency - wc/2U, problems inherently dependent on the forcii

parameters which generate the unsteadiness.T5

Re Reynolds nunber - U.c/lv Initial studies on unsteady boundary layers and

impinging wakes on trailing airfoiX h h!.ve eg
U. freestream velocity both fruitful and enlightening. P * s

These initial studies have been expanded to
V kinematic viscosity encompass separated large scale vortical wakes

impinging on a trailing, airfoil at zero

rotational rate (rad/sec) incidence. Wake effects were investigated
through phase locked flow visualization and

CL airfoil lift coefficient instantaneous surface pressure measurements made

on the trailing airfoil. The coupled effects of

C airfoil pressure coefficient Reynolds number and reduced frequency of the
p forcing model were examined.

Introduction

Methods

Unsteady aerodynamics and, in particular,
vortex dominated flowfields have become an. are§ These studies were conducted in the 2 ft. x
of intense interest in recent years.'4 '  2 ft" low speed wind tunnel at the University of
Initially, studies were motivated by efforts to Colorado. The primary model of a trailing
reduce or avoid the undesirable loading effects airfoil was a full span 6" chord NACA 0015

airfoil. This airfoil was instrumented with 18
I Assistant Professor Adjunct, Department of Endevco 8507-2 miniature pressure transducers

Aerospace Engineering Sciences, Member AIAA close-coupled to the airfoil surface. Further
I Graduate Research Associate, Department of information on the instrumentation and dat

Aerospace Engineering Sciences, Member acquisition processing is detailed elsewhere.17

AIAA The instrumented airfoil was mounted statically
II Professor, Department of Aerospace at geometric zero incidence angle in the center

Engineering Sciences, Member AIM of the wind tunnel test section. The leading
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edge of the airfoil was mounted 0.5 chord these wake structures On the trailing airfoil.

lengths behind an upstream pitching model. The
upstream pitching model had two forms depending . The general patterns or vortex structures
on test conditions. The first of these was a elicited by an airfoil oscillating sinusoidally
full span 6" chord NACA 0015 airfoil which could in pitch have been documented previously. A
be pitched sinusoidally about a quarter chord small vortex emerges from the separated flow at
axis. The mean angle of attack for this the airfoil leading edge usually during the
pitching airfoil was 150 and the amplitude of upstroke portion of the oscillation cycle at
oscillation was + 60. The reduced frequencies angles of attack well beyond static stall
were varied betw4en 0.05 and 0.8. These airfoil angles. The presence of the dynamically-
motion parameters were selected through separate produced leading edge vortex reattaches what
'studies using a full span 6" chord flat plate. would have been fully separated flow in static
The unsteady vortex dynamics and resultant wake angles of attack tests. Vortex initiation and
structures were examined as'a function of the development over the oscillating airfoil are
oscillation rate and mean angle of attack. The especially dependent on test dynamics-with the
sinusoidally oscillated model forced a very separation vortex exhibiting both varying rapid
asymmetrical, period-dependent wake which growth rates and a range of convection
impacted on the trailing airfoil. The second* velocities. When the leading edge vortex sheds
dynamic model coupled with the trailing airfoil from the surface of the upstream airfoil, a
was an auto-rotating flat plate. The 3" chord, second vortex of opposite circulation is often
full span model was allowed to rotate on low initiated about the trailing edge of this
friction needle bearings and generate a airfoil. In the wake, the leading and trailing
periodic, free developing wake. edge vortices combined to form a tandem

structure which remained coherent for several
The unsteady vortex-dominated wake effects chord diameters into the wake.

on the trailing airfoil were examined both as a
function of the dynamic upstream model motion Alterations in the development of tandem

parameters and as a function of Reynolds number. vortical wake structure were examined as a
The Reynolds number based on the 6" chord consequence of airfoil motion parameters: 1)
trailing airfoil was varied between 50,000 and mean angle of attack, 2) oscillation angle,
200,000. T1he instantaneous surface pressures on 3) oscillation rate and Reynolds number. For
the trailing airfoil were recorded over twofull select cases, the impingement pressures created
cycles of upstream model motion (four cycles in by the tandem wake structures impacting upon a
the 40 ft/s auto-rotating plate tests). During trailing airfoil also were investigated. For
this period, each of the 18 pressure ports was comparison purposes, the impingement of vortices
sequentially sampled 200 tines. The process was produced by an auto rotating flat plate were
repeated 25 times to obtain an ensemble average, tested using the pressure-instrumented airfoil.
The data were reduced to provide instantaneous
airfoil pressure coefficients (Cp) and Short duration, multiple exposure
integrated lift coefficients (CL). photographs were prepared using phase-specific

parts of the oscillation cycle to-document wake
In addition to the surface pressure vortex reproducibility. In the analysis

measuriments, phase-locked stroboscopic flow superimposed smokelines from successive phase-
visualization studies of the individual locked exposures revealed repeatable vortex
components and coupled component systems were characteristics whereas disparate or diffuse
conducted. A series of dense smoke streaklines smoke patterns indicated oscillation-independent
were generated in the test section using Roscoe flows. This visualization analysis permitted a
Fog Fluid. A low pressure delivery of smoke to rapid assessment to be made of the wake flow----.
an airfoil smokerake in the wind tunnel settling characteristics across a range of test, - \
chamber provided flow marking. Multiple parameters. . •
exposure, phase-locked photographs were obtained
with an electronic trigger coupled to a 35mm SLf Mean Angle Of Attack \ /
camera and high intensity (7 Vsec duration)
stroboscopic flash unit. The multiple ( 15 flashes) exposure

visualizations of Fig. 1, show 1) the shedding
of the leading edge vortex and subsequent

Results initiation of the trailing edge vortex, 2) the
growing wake interaction between the leading and

Unsteady separated flow produced by trailing edge vortices and 3) the fully
sinusoidal oscillations of an airfoil beyond developed flow disturbance in the wake. Each of
static stall was dominated by the passage of these three phases of shedding vortex
large vortical structures over the qirfoil and interactions is depicted in the three columns.
into the wake. Variance in vortex size, shape Plates A-E contrast the wake development for
and cohesiveness was observed as a function of increasing mean angle of attack values of 10, 3
the parameters governing the oscillation motion 15, 20, 25, and 300, respectively. The
history of the airfoil. Many of the influences oscillation angle and oscillation rate were held
exerted by the vortex-dominated wake passing constant across the test conditions ( a- 60s
over the trailing airfoil were assessed using K - 0.6).
time-correlated flow visualization measures in
conjunction with surface pressure measurements. In each frame of Fig. 1, the development
Duplicate test conditions were used for both and interaction of the vortices with the eS
measurement methodologies. Airfoil pitching oscillating flat plate and with each other were
dynamics directly controlled the development of clearly evident. The evolution of the trailing ?
the wake structures as well as the effects of edge vortex as a consequence of mean angle of

2 ~I
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Fig. 1 Trailing edge vortex development behind Fig. 2 Trailing edge vortex development behind

an oscillating 6" flat~plate; Re an oscillating 6" flat plate; Re

10,000, K 0.6, c 60, osc. axis 0.21; 26,000, K 1.5,a,, 60, osc. axis 0.21c;"
S10,i5,20,25,3( O A-E. m 10,15,20,25,300 A-E..

attack is shown in column1 one. With increasing Reduced Frequency . Parameter

mean angle, the diameter of the leading edge
vortex increases to a scale on the order of the As'reported earlier, higher rates of

chord length. Coupled with the larger vortex pitching produced smaller and decidely more

size, the smokelines outlining the vortex cohesive leading edge vortices. Fig. 2

structure appeared more diffuse. Flow duplicates the test conditions of Fig. 1 except

streaklines at the tra~iling edge also were more that the oscillation rate (K m 1.5) is more than

diffuse at the larger mean angles, twice that shown in Fig. 1. The diameter of the

shedding leading edge vortices were

Complete cataclysmic separation (Fig. 1, significantly smaller at this higher K value

colwfi two) occurred coincident with the growth (column 1). As above, increasing the mean angle

and development of the trailing edge vortex, or attack increased the leading edge vortex

Separation was highly correlated, visually, with diameter, however,, these diameters were smaller

te rapid growth of the trailing edge vortex in relative to those of the lower K test

the wake. Again, diffuse smoke lines became conditions.

more prcoienit in tests using increased angle or
attack. Angles or attack of 250 and 300 showed The initiation and interaction of the

a very diffuse vortex development while lower leading and trailing vortices differed for the

mean angles (100, 150) yieldeLmore cohesive two K conditions as well. But, the high K

vortex structures. * conditions produced cohesive vortices that

exhibited a tandem shedding profile that

Approximately one chord downstream of the suggested later, mutually disruptive

trailing edge, the vortex interactions in the interactions in the wake. The trailing edge

wake developed into a leading trailing edge vortex initiated as the leading edge vortex

tandem vortex structure.,(Fig.l, column 3). At approached the trailing edge. The tightly

15
= mean angle of attack (Fig. 1, B; column 3) . wrapped counter-clockwise circulation of the

the leading and trailing edge vortices were: traili.ng edge vortex remained more coherent as

tully developed, separated by an upshoot of the it shed into the wake. With increasing mean

smokelines drawn from under the oscillating flat angle, the interaction between the two vortices

plate. Further increases in mean angle provided appeared fully disruptive to the structure of

minimal change in either the tandem vortex each in the wake. The tandem structuring in the

structuring or the coherence of the interactive wake appeared both turbulent and diffuse. In

vortex pair. However, the increases in mean sharp contrast, the lower K (K - 0.6) conditions

angle appear to position the leading and produced more or less sizmltaneous leading and

trailing edge vortices closer together trailing edge vortex shedding as well as

* (spatially and temporally) as tandem wake imtually-supported, rapid vertical displacements

structures. of the wake. The largest and most cohesive

vertical displacements of the wake centered

NZ - N04NM-3



A Wake interaction With A Trailing AirfoiL

, I-' The effects of the vortical' wake complex
impinging upon a trailing airfoil were
investigated using both flow visualization and
pressure measures. Fig. 4 depicts the vortical

wake created by-an oscillating airfoil as this
-*. wake impinges upon a trailing airfoil located

2• 0.5 c downstream. Plates A-E show increments in
time of 20% through a complete sinusoidal

oscillation cycle. Row A photographs were
phase-locked to depict the flow nteractions as

. ; the oscillating airfoil passed through the
maximm angle of attack. Columns I, II and III
depict flows for three oscillation rates
corresponding to reduced frequencies of 0.2, 0.4
and 0.8, respectively. In each of the three

columns, the clear Plexiglass mounting support
D- for the trailing airfoil was visible running

directly through the center of the pictures.
Also, the mounting bolt attaching the airfoil

" leading edge to the support waj outlined by the
stroboscopic reflections. The trailing edge of
the oscillating airfoil appears to the left of
the support and changes position through the

oscillation cycle (A-E). Column IV duplicates

* '~ the test conditions in column III using a
different viewing angle. The oscillating

airfoil was positioned in the center of the
photograph and the leading edge of the trailing
airfoil was positioned to the extreme right of

Fig. 3 Trailing edge vortex development behind the photograph. For all test conditions, the

an oscillating 6" flat plate; Re airfoil oscillation dynamics were maintained at

40,000, a 150 + 60, osc. axis 0.21c; K a 150 mean angle and + 60 oscillation amplitude.

0.2,0.4,0.6,0.8,1.0 A-E. The trailing airfoil was held at 00 incidence,
in line with the pitch axis of the oscillating

around test conditions of K = 0.6 and a mean airfoil.

angle of attack of 200. Such wake disturbances
as characterized by upshoot of the lower Previous visualization results had
smokelines to a position between the tandem indicated that the most significant alterations
vortices were absent in K - 1.5 test conditions in the wake occurred with increasing oscillation
regardless of mean angle of attack values rates. To limit the independent parameter

examined, range, only the effects of reduced frequency and

Reynolds number were examined. Special
To study the influence of K in more detail attention was given the nature of the wake

(Fig. 3), the wake development was visualized as interactions with the trailing airfoil.
the reduced frequency parameter values were

increased from 0.2 to 1.0 (A-E respectively). Placing a trailing airfoil within the
Oscillations of the flat plate were driven about unsteady wake of an upstream occillating airfoil
a mean angle of 150 with an amplitude of + 60 resulted in only minor changes in the tandem
for all K values. It is clear that low K values vortex wake development. The strong vertical
yield the development of a trailing edge vortex upshoot between the leading and trailing edge
just as the leading edge vortex gets to the vortices did not appear as pronounced. Vertical

trailing edge. In contrast, higher K conditions displacement of the tandem vortex pair remained
yield formation of the trailing edge vortices evident. The largest change related to the
only after the leading edge vortices have presence of a trailing airfoil could be seen
already begun to shed into th4 wake. The fully using a reduced frequency of 0.4. Previous

developed flow disturbances in. the wake results using a single airfoil indicated
accentuate this difference in that K values uniformity in tandem vortex wake development
greater than 0.2 were associated with the large across the same range of reduced frequencies.

vertical upshoot component in the wake With a trailing airfoil, however, larger vortex
structure. Cohesion and iniformity in the tandem wakes were produced at lower reduced frequencies
vortices structure occurs over a limited rangi and.more cohesive tandem vortex wakes were

of K values. At low K values (0.2), wake produced at higher K values.
structuring appears more turbulent due to
overall structure diffusion. Strong The importance of reduced frequency value

reproducibility depended on increasing changes on the temporal aspects of wake vortex

oscillation frequencies. However, at a reduced development can be discerned readily in Fig 4.
frequency of 1.5, the interaction was smaller Across row A, the relative position of the

and more diffuse apparently due to strong leading edge vortex as well as the tandem vortex

disruptive vortex interactions. wake are shown with the oscillating airfoll
visualized as it passes through the maximum
angle of attack. At a reduced frequency of 0.2
(row A, column one) the tandem vortex wake

4
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/ Fig. 4 Vortical wake/trailing airfoil interaction; oscillating airfoil NACA 0015, 6" chord, a 150 + 60,
osC. axis 0.25c; Trailing airfoil NACA 0015, 6" chord, a 00, location 0.5c downstream of
oscillating airfoil trailing edge; Columns I, II, II K 0.2,0.4,0.8 respectively, colun IV K
0.8; Plates A-E 0 (max angle), 20, 40, 60, 80% of the oscillation cycle.

structure was located Just over the leading edge airfoil were more continuous with higher K
of the trailing airfoil. At maximum using values.
K- 0.4 (row A, column two), the leading edge
vortex was still located over the oscillating Previously unreported was the generation of
airfoil and no vortical wake structure had two vortical wakes with each oscillation cycle
formed. At K = 0.8 (row A, column three) the at low K values. The generation of the second
leading edge vortex was orly in the initial vortex was evident in both the flow
development stage over the dscillating airfoil. visualization and pressure measurements. Colun
The tandem vortex wake structure visualized over I (K a 0.2) indicated initiation of the leading
the trailing airfoil had been initiated during edge vortex between plates D and E, during the
the previous oscillation cycle, upstroke portion of the oscillation cycle. The

wake complex created by shedding of the leading
Despite the delay in vortex formation, edge vortex convected downstream over the

higher K values enhance the wake interactibn trailing airfoil in plate A and continued
with the trailing airfoil throughout the farther into the trailing airfoil wake in plate
pitching cycle. Low K values produce vortices B. Near the leading edge of the trailing
which initiate early in the oscillation cycle airroil(plate B), a second leading edge vortex
and then convect downstream to shed from the appeared. The second vortex was less cohesive
airfoil. Large portions of the pitching cycle and dissipated while convecting over the
occur with vortices neither over the pitching trailing airfoil. Pressure signatures created
airfoil nor in the wake. In contrast, high K by passage of the second vortex will be
values (column three) produce vortices more discussed later.
rapidly, thus reducing the separation distances
between auccessivk vortices in the wakes.
Vortex wake interactions with the trailing



matrix penrittr'* examination or wake effects for
I reduced freqt ies of 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8

and Reynolds numbers of' 51M, 102K and 204L

I-Previous flow visualization results were

1 , instrumental to understanding the temporally
I dependent pressure coefficient results. Fig. 5

shows the change in pressure experienced on both
the upper and lower surfaces of the trailing

j airfoil resultin rom tections with the

1' i, unsteady wake of the upstream, pitching airfoil.

, o ,,. . These data were collected at a K value of O.4
: + '. ____and tunnel speed of 20 ft/sec. Thus, these

pressure data correspond to the visualizations
" :s ctesIn column two of Fig. 4. The four vertical

lines in the C vs. cycle plot correspond to the
plates B, C, Sand E, respectively. Plate A,

A column two, Fig. 4, correlates with the
1beginnign of each cycle plotted on the pressure

coefficient plots (maximum angle of attack).

-C; Many of the perturbations observed in the

pressure profiles of Fig. 5 appear across allthe test conditions. The upper surface profile

was dominated by the presence of a broad large
pressure peak occurring midway through each of

X. the oscillation cycles. This large pressure

perturbation correlated in time with the
s visualized passage of the.tandem vortex wake

-- complex over the trailing airfoil. For this
reduced frequency (K - 0.4), two dominant facets

tcy~lA occur within the broad pressure coefficient
peak. These identifiable pressure facets appear
to represent the passage of the leading then the

Fig. 5 Unsteady pressure coefficient trailing edge vortex tandem pair over the

distributions from vortical wake trailing airfoil.

interactions; Re 50,000, a 00, top -

upper surface, bottom - lower surface; Prior to the occurrence of the negative

upstream airfoil K 0.4, a 150 + 60, 0, pressure coefficient peak associated with the
1, and 2 cycle locations - airfoil at passing wake vortex complex ( 20% cycle), a

maximum angle of attack. small negative pressure peak was observed with
two p~onounced high pressure valleys on either

Trailing Airfoil-Wake Interaction side. These perturbations appeared to signal
the development and approach of the tandem wake

Eighteen surface mounted pressure process. The first valley formed during the
transducers within the trailing airfoil recorded initiation and convection of the leading edge
the impact of the tandem vortex wake. Pressure. vortex over the upstream airfoil. As the tandem
data' were collected over two complete wake developed and approached the leading edge
oscillation cycles of the upstream airfoil. of the trailing airfoil (Fig. 4, colum' two, B),
Twenty five successive runs, phase locked to the induced velocity near the leading edge
begin with the oscillating airfoil at maximum created a low, brief pressure rise. Impingement
angle of attack (t ), were averaged. Wake of the tandem vortex wake on the downstream
structure and wake interaction reliability were airfoil leading edge produced a transient loss
measured together with average values. For each in the static pressure rise. This transient
test condition, data were collected first on the reduction was followed by a rapid low, pressure
upper and then on the lower surface in two rise as the tandem vortex wake fully engaged the
separate data runs. trailing airfoil (Fig. 4, column two, B-C; Fig.

'5, upper surface, 20-,0% cycle).

Temporally dependent pressure 
coefficients

derived from the pressure measurements were Similar tandem vortex wake interactions
plotted in a three-dimensional topographic occurred with the trailing airfoil lower
fashion showing the magnitude of the pressure surface. The first low pressure rise (Fig. 5,
coefficient as a function of both chord location lower surface) had a prominent dip at the 20%
and phase of the oscillation cycle (Fig. 5). phase cycle, correlating with the small pressure
1hree test conditions can be directly compared rise on the upper surface at the same phase
with the flow visualization results of Fig. 4. angle of the upstream airfoil. The second, most
Pitching was done at reduced frequencies of 0.2, dominant low pressure peak over the airfoil
0.4 and 0.8 using a freestream velocity of 20 leading edge, arose during the same portion of
ft/sec. This duplicated the previous flow the oscillation cycle where the tandem vortices
visualization conditions. The three oscillation of the wake were convecting over the leading
rates corresponding to K values of 0.2, 0.4 and edge of the trailing airfoil. On the upper
0.8 (periods of 392, 196 and 98 msec, surface, the low pressure rise persisted over a
respectively) were then repeated at the higher large portion of the oscillation cycle. This
velocities of 40 and 80 ft/sec. This test pressure plateau correlated well with the
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presence of the vortical wake over the trailing, attack (0.5 cycle). This pressure rise
pressure airfoil. In contrast, a rapid pressure culminated Ina distinct sharp pressure peak
rise on the lower surface correlated'with the near the leading edge indicating Impingement or
convection or the tandem vortex wake over the vortex wake complex on the trailing airfoil.
trailing airfoil surface. This rapid transition After the tandem vortex wake passed over the
from very low to high static pressure occured leading edge, "a pressure rise occurred rapidly
within 1% of the oscillation cycle and resulted and remained until the leading airfoil returned
in high static pressure values along the entire to the minimum angle of attack. The low
chord of the lower surface. pressure coefficient rise, peak and transition

to high pressure remained the dominant
* Changes in the reduced frequency directly characteristics or the lower surface pressure
influenced the intensity, duration ard character fluctuations across all K values. Initiation of
of the vortical wake interaction with the the low pressure coefficient rise always
trailing airfoil. Fig. 6 shows the effects of occurred at 0.5 cycle for K - 0.2. At K = 0.4,
increased K on the upper surface pressure delay in the impingement of the vortex wake to
distributions. At a reduced frequency of 0.1, 0.5 cycle preempted the low pressure rise with a
the pressure signature of only a single vortex dominate low p essure peak.
is evident just prior to the cycle position of
1.0. Doubling the reduced frequency to K = 0.2, Pressure distributions on the upper and
the two separate convecting vortices noted in lower surface also varied with Reynolds number.
the visualization data were also evident in the In Fig. 8, Reynolds numbers of 50,000 and
pressure profiles. The initiation of the first 100,000 show the double tandem wake formation
occurred on the upstroke prior to inaxirmn angle discussed previously for K values of 0.2. At
of attack in the pitching cycle, while the 200,000, the pressure coefficient profiles
second occurred on the downstroke and was returned to the single tandem vortex wake
convecting at 25% of the pitching cycle, structure observed with larger oscillation
Further pitching increases to K = 0.4 initiated rates. Impingement delays to later phases of
the presence of a single vortex. The passage of the cycle were evident also. Increasing Re
this vortex over the trailing airfoil had a also delayed pressure p~ak signatures from the
greater pressure influence than observed with wake impingement on the leading edge to later
the two vortices of K - 0.2. The pressure portions of the oscillation cycle. Similarly,
plateau shown midway through the overall Reynolds number effects for reduced frequencies
pressure rise signaled the advent of vortex of 0.1 and 0.4included delays in cycle phase
impingement on the trailing airfoil. At a with increasing Re. Most importantly,
reduced frequency of 0.8, the peak value of the alterations in the pressure profile shapes did
pressure rise over the leading edge remained not occur with Re variations.
relatively constant. The planar cut through the
pressure profile curve at to (0 cycle) shows the The largest pressure peaks on both the
residual influence exerted by the convecting upper hnd lower surface were elicited when the
tandem vortex wake initiated in the previous tandem vortex wake impinged upon the leading
oscillation cycle. Flow visualization results edge of the trailing airfoils. On the upper
in Fig. 4, column three, row A show the location surface the pressure maxima were greatest at the
of the tandem vortex wake over the trailing leading edge and diminished gradually as the
airfoil. vortex wake convected over the airfoil. The

lower surface exhibited a brief low pressure
Increase in the reduced frequency changed rise characterized by a sharp peak. This

the phase and duration of the vortical wake rapidly transitioned to a high pressure along
influence on the trailing airfoil. These phase the lower surface chord. The maximum peak
shifts were most apparent in the phases of the pressure deficit affected only the first 0.25c
pitching cycle associated with vortex of the airfoil. The magnitudes of these low
impingement on the trailing airfoil. Low K rates pressure peaks as a function of Reynolds number
( K > 0.2) indicated the beginning of and reduced frequency are plotted in Fig. 9. On
wake/airfoil interactions prior to the leading the average, peak low pressures were two to
airfoil reaching maximum angle of attack (to). three times greater on the lower surface than on
Larger oscillation rates (K values) delayed the top surface; the largest negative peaks
these interactions to later portions of the occurring at K a 0.2. On the upper surface the
leading airfoil oscillation cycle. Also, as peak low pressure coefficients increased in
noted earlier in the visualization results, some linear fashion with increasing . In contrast,
portion of the tandem vortex wake resided over low pressure peaks on the lower surface
the trailing airfoil for increasing percentages initially increased with oscillation rate (K<
of the oscillation cycle with increasing K 0.2) and theq diminished at larger reduced
values. frequencies. Differences in Reynolds number

produced only minor variations in these pressure
These same trends in phse shirt at hiGher peaks.

K values existed for the lower surface pressure
profiles as well. Increasing oscillation rates Figs. 10 and 11 highlight the effects of
shifted the dominant peak in the lower surface reduced frequency and Reynolds number on the
profile to later phases of the oscillation lift coefficient generated by the trailing
cycle. Duration of the pressure rise on the airfoil. Integration of the previous pressure
lower surface, however, was not a direct pro.iles generated thc temporally-dependent lift
reflectiog of the oscillation rate. Lower K coefficients over two oscillation cycles of the
(0.05) rates generated a negative pressure leading airfoil. Across test conditions, the
coefriient rise as the leading airfoil began to lift coeffibient plots showed prominent
pitch from the minimum to the maximum angle of transitions from negative to positive peak
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reduced frequency 1.6 and 1.8 for Reynolds numbers of 50 and 100 L

development to changes in independent test the total oscillation cycle.
variable.

For comparison, the unsteady wake effects
The maximum and minimum C1 values obtained produced by an auto-rotating flat plate were

over the oscillation cycle were plotted as a plotted in Fig. 13. The left column documents
function of Reynolds number and reduced the eFrects at 20 ft/sec while the right zhows
frequency in Fig. 12. Corresponding to the low unsteady pressure and lift coefficients at 40
pressure values on the lower sueface, the. ft/sec. Unlike an oscillating airfoil, two
negative peak Cj amplitudes were larger than the wakes*are created with each complete rotation
corresponding positive values. Both positive cycle or the 3" flat plate. The effective
and negative values increaned with oscillation reduced frequencies based upon the half-cycle
rate for K < 0.1. Larger reduced frequencies rotation of the flat plate were K - 1.8 and 1.6
(0.2 < X < 0.8) decreased the peak positive for 20 and 4O ft/sec, respectively. Vortices
valugs buti the negative values continued to produced fron auto-rotation of a flat plate shed
increase at K 0.4. Between 0. < K ( 0.8 the from both the upper and lower edges as the plate
peak negative. CL remained constiant at -0.6. approached a vertical orientation. Passage of
Note that these transitions in CL from negative these two vortices over the trailing airfoil
to positive values range in magriti,,,e rro4 0.4 were recorded in the pressure data. The large
to 1.0 and transition within a few percent of pressure rise on the upper surface correlated
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with the sharp pressure spike on the lower at high oscillation rates were shall and tightly
surface profiles and indicated passage of the bound into cohesive structures. The effects of
upper surfaoe vortex initiated from the oscillation rate on the tandem vortex wake
retreating edge bf the flat plaI,:. Un likn the deveel'p01lffnt were more complicated. Over a
oscillating aLrfoil wake, tie vorl,,.x itt;ted ,Pvrfl)w iJn'ti, or K valb.cs, iticreases enhtanced the

'from the advancing edge or the rot'itling plate tan ltn wake coheoion. At high K values (K >
passed beneath the trailing airfoil. On the 1.5), where the vortices were simultaneously
lower surface, the maximum pressure peak was present at the airfoil trailing edge, the
followed by the low pressure rise created by vortex-vortex interactions appeared mutually
this passing vortex beneath the airfoil. disruptive. At reduced frequencies between 0.2
Maximum -C values produced on the tipper and < K < 0.8, very little alteration was present
lower surfaces were 1.0 and 1.2 respectively, 'n tthe fully developed tandem wake vortex.
duplicating the pressure peaks obtained for an
oscillating airfoil at K = 0.8. Also, maximum Changes in mean angle of attack also played
and minimum values of CL peaked at +0.25 and - an important role in the tandem vortex wake

0.5, values very close to the magnLtudes of 0.1 development. In general, greater mean angles
and 0.7 at K = 0.8 for the oscillating airfoil, produced larger leading edge vortices. These
The mean C values between p:aic.; for the two largter' vortices exhibited less smokeline
different eat conditions were 0.75 and 0.8, cohe.sion. But, this efrect did not carry over
respectively. to the tandem wake vortex development. Wake

cohesion, shape and size were affected only at
the extrenes of the parametric range 100 < a <

Discussion 300. Between these limits, the fully developed
tandemn vortex wake was insensitive to mean angle

Sinusoidal oscillations of an airfoil or of attack variations. Angles below 100
flat plate beyond static stall produced initiated smaller, more cohesive wakes while
reproducible unsteady vortex dominated wakes, large angles ( c > 300) resulted in more
The wake structure consists of two vortex disparate wake development.
components initiated during the sinusoidal
oscillation cycle. These vortices combined in The presence of a trailing airfoil in the
the wake to form a tandem vortex complex. The wake did produce two notable changes in the

first vortex, leading the comhined pair, tandem vortex wake development. Wake
originated from the forced unte idy 'low development behind a single pitching airfoil
separation at the airfoil leading edge and possessed notable vertical flow upshoot between
usually occurred during the upward pitching the tandem vortices of the wake. This flow
portion of the cycle. Shedding of the perturbation was disrupted by the presence of
separation induced vortex from the trailing edge the trailing airfoil. Also characteristic of the
of the oscillating airfoil inittated the .econd presence of a trailing airfoil were larger
or trailing edge vortex. Rapid growth of both vortices exhibiting greater vertical

vortices ensued in the wake. One chord displacements, especially evident at low K
downstream of the oscillating airt'oil, the valuen. Over the name parameter range, the wake
vortex dominated wake was fully developed and or a single airfoil had indicated uniformity in
appeared as a tandem vortex pair separated by a tandem vortex structure development. The second
vertical flow upshoot between the two vortices, modification produced by the trailing airfoil

was the development of two tandem vortex wake
Alterations in the airt'oll ,nottoi hitnt;ory atrucl;,ii:: with each o.scillation cycle using K -

directly influenced the size, sltap an l shedding 0.2. 'Llie second structure was evident in both
phase angle :of the vortices in the wake. the visualization and pressure results.
Parameters governing the airfoil motion history Previous visualization results for the same test
previously have been observed to bias the conditions failed to show double vortex
initiation anO. development of both the leading iniNatlon. However, experiments by Hells et
and trailing edge vortices. Not surprisingly, al. had noted the generation of a seco-nd
the same parameters affected the wake I-eading edge vortex generation when large,
development ;n much the name way. Increased single pitch airfoil motions at constant
oscillation rate delayed vortex InitLation to rotationt rates were used.
later periods in the oscillation cycle. This
delayed initiation was reflected in delayed Vortical wake impingement on a trailing
development of the vortical wake as well. airfoil resulted in severe transient loading on

the trailing airfoil created by the low static
Rapid oscillation rates decreased the prensure rise on the upper airfoil surface. The

separation distance between succen:iLvn leading magnitude, duration and cycle phase of these
edge vortices. With a tandem vortex wake loads were dependent upon the rate of
structure being producdd for each os.eilatiog oscil latton and Reynolds number. Earlier
cycle, multiple tandem vortex wake structurei investigations of vortex development over the
were evident in the flow field with high K oscillating airfoil noted dominant, spatially
values. This rapid, continuous production of localized low pressure peaks produced by the
successively generated tandem .ntrnctures leadintng edge vortex. The translation of the
resulted in nearly cotitruou:s traLlng vortex over the chord was easily discerned by
airfoil/vortex interactions, simply tracking the pressure peak that convected

along the chord an indicated in the pressure
Reduced :frequency had previously been profiles.

observed to play an important role in the size
and cohesion pf leading edge vortex structures. Vortical wake interactions had a much more
Vortices produced over the oscillating airfoil global pressure effect. The diameter of the
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tandem vortex structure was on the same order as trailing edge, thus. would be channeled around
that of the trailing airfoil chord. Thus; low the trailing airfoil lower surface. The flow
pressure infliences created by the passing wake direction would appear as a negative angle of
complex covered large portions of the trailing attack relative to the trailing airfoil. This
airfoil chord and exhibited more broad, negative angle would increase as the oscillating
spatially diffuse pressure effects. Across test airfoil pitched toward maximum angle of attack.
conditions., however, peak low .pressure The overall result would be an increase in low
influences were greatest at the leading edge and static pressure about the airfoil lower surface
dissipated vith the convection and growth of and an increasing negative lift shown throughout
tandem wake structure over the trailing airfoil. the cycle. Changes in the position of the

9trailing airfoil relative to the oscillating
Earlier experiments noted a pronounced airfoil could radically change the resultant

effect on transient peak pressure coefficients pressure distributions. Ideally. the position
and subsequent lift values when high oscillation of the trailing airfoil could be changed as the

rates (increased K values) of an oscillating oscillating airfoil pitches through the
airfoil were employed. These res.lts do not oscillation cycle.
carry over in a simple way to the wake

interactions that occur on a trailing airfoil. Another potential control problem would be
Peak low static pressures exerted on the upper caused by the dependence of the pressure

surface of the trailing airfoil by the passing magnitudes and resultant lift coefficients on

wake indicate moderate changes in -Cp peaks from Reynolds number. Previous unsteady pressure and
0.5 to 1.0 with a reduced frequency change from lift coefficient results from different airfoils
flat plate are included, the -Cp stays the same driven sinusoidally and with constant pitch
and the K range extends to 1.8. motions were Reynolds number independent. The

reduced frequency parameter or non-dimensional
Unsteady lift values on the trailing pitch rate provided an adequate parameter to

airfoil actually diminish with incrnnins K. predict the unsteady effects. The present
The positive peak values of Lift coefficient results show both phase shifts and variances in
average approximately +0.2 across all Reynolds wake development relatpd to Reynolds number

numbers and reduced frequencies. The positive changes. Further investigations examining both
peak lift coefficient decreases with increasing relative trailing airfoil placement and larger
K from 0.2 ( K ( 1.8. In contrast, the negative Reynolds number ranges at different fixed
peak lift coefficients were enhanced from -0.3 reduced frequencies should help to explain the
to -0.7 over the same K range. Though actual Reynolds number dependence suggested by the
integrations of the CL vs. cycle curver were not present studies.
performed, a cursory examination indicates that
an overall negative lift averaged over the
oscillation cycle would be obtained on the Conclusions

trailing airfoil for all test conditions.
It appears clear that a reproducible,

The overall net negative ift was largly phase-dependent, tandem vortex wake was the
the result of the unsteady pressure effects byproduct of forced unsteady separated flow

produced by the oscillating airfoil on the lower generated by a sinusoidally oscillating airfoil.
surface of the trailing airfoil. The unsteady The tandem structure was comprised of the

low' pressure rise on the lower surface was combined leading and trailing edge vortices as
comprised of two separate unsteady events: 1) a they shed from the oscillating airfoil. Changes
gradual uniform rise in low static pressure in the dynamic parameters that affected the

along the chqrd at 0.5 cycle and 2) a transient airfoil motion history produced only minor
peak near the leading edge corretated with the alterntions in the fully developed wake
passing vortex wake. Though the transient peak structure. Only at the extreme limits of reduced
created the largest pressure influence, the frequency (K ( 0.1, K > 1.5) and mean angle of
gradual low pressure rise at 0.5 cycle sustained attack ( a ( 100, a > 300) did significant
over large pogrtions of the oscillation cycles changes in wake structure size and cohesiveness
and appeared to be responsible for the overall occur. Unlike the intensive, cohesive leading
negative lift through the cycle, edge vortex produced over the oscillating

airfoil at large K values, the tandem vortex
The gradual pressure rise at 0.5 cycle wake appeared more diffuse and interactively

possessed the characteristics of auniform flow disrupted especially with increasing angle of
along the trailing airfoil lower surface. One attack.

possible explanation for this effect may be the
reattachment of flow over the oscillating Pressure distributions over the trailing
airfoil. At 0.5 cycle he oscillating lairfoil airfoil were significantly altered by the

reversed direction from downstroke to upstroke passintg wake and large load transients were in
at the minimum angle of attack. During the evidence. Convection of the vortical wake over
upstroke portion of the pitching cycle, it is the upper surface was easily tracked in the
well documented that the separated flow over the pressure profiles. Lower surface pressure
oscillating airfoil dynamically reattaches and distributions revealed a broad continuous
follows the iirfoil contour. The dynamically signature characteristic of uniform flow
attached flow leaves the oscillating airfoil attachment. These signatures were abruptly

trailing edge tangent to the local angle of terminated with a localized peak of rapid
attack. For-these experiments, the trailing transition to high pressure about the chord.
airfoil was located 0.5c downstream and at the This continuity of pressure flux across test
same height is the oscillating airfoils pitch conditions was attributed to three separate

axis. flow leaving the oscillating airfoil events in the airfoil oscillation cycle: 1)
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